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Here at The School Musicals Company, we strive 
with every show to create a piece of theatre that 
children will adore rehearsing and performing.  
At the heart of everything are engaging and 
exciting stories, memorable characters and 
fantastic songs. Then it’s about making things 
as easy and accessible as possible for schools to 
put them on, offering fully editable versions of 
the script, the songs in digital and CD format, 
and a wealth of production information to help 
directors through the process.

Our newest offerings are the sleek, suave and 
super-silly spy musical “Mission Implausible” 
(p4) and the enchanting, heart-warming new 
adaptation of “The Wizard Of Oz” (p6).

Or, for those of you new to the company, browse 
through our award-winning range, including the 
enthralling “Wonderland” (p8), the wonderful 
“The Jungle Book” (p9) and our all-time bestseller 
“Pantastic” (p14), not to mention a brilliant array 
of shorter musicals for younger performers.

Visit www.theschoolmusicalscompany.com  
to listen to song clips, read script samples and  
see casting information.
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*excludes Postage & Packaging

Our three brilliant assembly songbooks will 
each be priced at JUST £1.95* throughout 

January and February. That’s a possible  
45 SONGS for less than £6, not to mention  

30 ready-to-go assemblies and one  
bespoke Harvest Service! 

Visit the website to listen to song clips and see 

assembly/script samples. 
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Exploding pens at the ready, there’s an arch villain 
to stop and a world to save in this high-energy 
caper of a musical.

When Dr Yes kidnaps the esteemed scientist 
Professor Sandy Beach, four of MI5’s least capable 
agents find themselves tasked with rescuing him 
and capturing Dr Yes. It won’t be easy though, not 
with the likes of Paws, Tic-Tac, Number Two and 
Rosy Webb standing in their way. And how does 
the Prime Minister’s long-awaited speech about 
“going green” fit into the equation?

Find out in this thrilling musical, complete with 
nine fantastic songs and an uproarious script. 

Listen to song clips and read script samples at 
www.theschoolmusicalscompany.com

Book & CD £35.95 
Book & Downloads £35.95 
Book, CD & Downloads £42.95
Editable WORD script £9.95  

Performance Licence £35 
Filming/Streaming Licence £30

Ages

9– 13

Speaking Roles

39

Cast

25 – 60+ 

Ideal Cast

50

Duration

60 mins

By Matthew Crossey 
and Tom Kirkham
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MISSION 
IMPLAUSIBLE

The Musical

By Matthew Crossey 
and Tom Kirkham
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Listen to song clips and read script samples at 
www.theschoolmusicalscompany.com

Book & CD £35.95 
Book & Downloads £35.95 
Book, CD & Downloads £42.95
Editable WORD script £9.95  

Performance Licence £35 
Filming/Streaming Licence £30

Ages

9– 13

Speaking Roles

35

Cast

20 – 60+ 

Ideal Cast

50

Duration

65 mins

Cyclones, munchkins, witches and wizards, a 
yellow brick road and an emerald city: welcome to 
Oz, where anything can happen and a huge amount 
does, most of it involving a little girl called Dorothy, 
her dear dog Toto, her three unforgettable 
companions – the scarecrow, the tin woodman and 
the lion – and one very wicked witch.

With nine spellbinding songs, a gripping script and 
a heart-warming story, this brand new musical 
adaptation of the much-loved book will enchant 
children and adults alike. 
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AVAILABLE20THFEBRUARY

SONG CLIPS  

& SAMPLE 

SCRIPT 

AVAILABLE 

NOW ON 

WEBSITE 
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Listen to song clips and read script samples at 
www.theschoolmusicalscompany.com

Join Alice as she tumbles down a rabbit hole into 
Wonderland, her monochrome world coming 
instantly alive with colour and innumerable lovable 
characters, all a little more bonkers than the last. 
From an always anxious White Rabbit to an always 
shouting Queen of Hearts, not to mention a pig in 
a pram and a dormouse in a tea pot, this vibrant 
musical provides dozens of great roles and plenty 
of involvement for a large ensemble!

With eleven wonderful, original songs and a script 
that perfectly captures the eccentricities of the 
original, ‘WONDERLAND’ is a truly charming  
and memorable musical adventure, ideal for  
Year 6 upwards. 

A Brilliant New Take On “Alice’s Adventures In 
Wonderland” By Kate Belcher. Ideal For Years 6-9 

Book & CD £35.95 
Book & Downloads £35.95 
Book, CD & Downloads £42.95
Editable WORD script £9.95  

Performance Licence £35 
Filming/Streaming Licence £30

Ages

10– 13

Speaking Roles

36

Cast

20 – 60 

Ideal Cast

50

Duration

65 mins
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Listen to song clips and read script samples at 
www.theschoolmusicalscompany.com

Book & CD £35.95 
Book & Downloads £35.95 
Book, CD & Downloads £42.95
Editable WORD script £9.95  

Performance Licence £35 
Filming/Streaming Licence £30

Swing into action with Mowgli and Baloo, 
Bagheera and Kaa, the mischievous monkeys 
and the wily wolves in this brand new musical 
adaptation of Rudyard Kipling’s much-loved 
classic.

With nine brilliant new songs, a funny and 
dramatic script, dozens of memorable characters 
and plenty to do for a large ensemble, The Jungle 
Book will captivate children, adults and nearby 
wild  animals.

Based on the classic book by Rudyard Kipling

A Brand New Musical Adaptation  
based on the classic book by Rudyard Kipling 
by Tom Kirkham and Matthew Crossey

Ages

9– 13

Speaking Roles

36

Cast

26 – 60+ 

Ideal Cast

50

Duration

60 mins
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Listen to song clips and read script samples at 
www.theschoolmusicalscompany.com

Hold on to your hats, you’re off to Arabia in this 
uplifting adaptation of the enduring fable. 

When idle Aladdin catches sight of the beautiful 
Princess Zahra, he decides it is time to make 
something of his life. The timely arrival of the 
mysterious sorcerer, Musharraf, seems too good to 
be true, offering him riches beyond his dreams in 
exchange for fetching a dusty old lamp from a dark 
cave. But appearances can be deceiving, as Aladdin 
is about to find out.

With dozens of wonderful characters, ten 
memorable new songs and an enthralling story, 
‘A-la-la-la-la-laddin’ is a brand new musical 
adaptation perfect for 9-13 year olds.

Book & CD £35.95 
Book & Downloads £35.95 
Book, CD & Downloads £42.95
Editable WORD script £9.95  

Performance Licence £35 
Filming/Streaming Licence £30

A Musical Tale Of Gems And Genies By  Tom Kirkham and Matthew Crossey

Ages

9– 13

Speaking Roles

33

Cast

20 – 60+ 

Ideal Cast

40

Duration

70 mins (60*)
*Abridged Version
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Listen to song clips and read script samples at 
www.theschoolmusicalscompany.com

Pack your bags and hoist the sails, there’s treasure 
to be found, maps to be followed and mutinies to 
be quashed in this spirited new adventure from the 
writers of Pantastic. 

Jen Hawkins can’t believe her luck when she 
stumbles upon an old treasure-map. And yes, X does 
indeed mark the spot! So, just days later, she boards 
the Hispaniola and is soon riding the waves towards 
Skeleton Island. But so is Long John Silver and his 
parrot Cap’n Flint, not to mention the motliest 
collection of ‘sailors’ she’s ever set eyes on. 

With ten fantastic new songs and a joyously comical 
script, Forever Treasure Island brings the classic 
novel leaping into the 21st Century. 
 

By  Matthew Crossey and Tom Kirkham
Based on the classic novel by Robert Louis Stevenson

Book & CD £35.95 
Book & Downloads £35.95 
Book, CD & Downloads £42.95
Editable WORD script £9.95  

Performance Licence £35 
Filming/Streaming Licence £30

Ages

9– 13

Speaking Roles

35

Cast

20 – 60+ 

Ideal Cast

50

Duration

60 mins
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Listen to song clips and read script samples at 
www.theschoolmusicalscompany.com

Crabby is desperate to be accepted into the 
Starfish Band – if only he could play the guitar 
better! But then the high tide sweeps him out to 
sea and he ends up in a different rock pool, one 
with sand eels, sea lettuces, a crab-eating octopus 
… and a lobster who plays the guitar like Jimi 
Hendrix and is happy to teach Crabby a thing or 
two!

Can Crabby find his way back home? And if he 
does, will he finally be accepted into the Starfish 
Band? Find out in this highly entertaining and 
educational musical for 5-9 year olds, complete 
with seven unforgettable songs that children will 
love ‘rockin’. 

A New Show for Years 3–5 by niki davies

Book & CD £31.95 
Book & Downloads £31.95 
Book, CD & Downloads £38.95
Editable WORD script £9.95  

Performance Licence £30 
Filming/Streaming Licence £30

Ages

5–9

Speaking Roles

44

Cast

28 – 60 

Ideal Cast

45

Duration

45 mins
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Listen to song clips and read script samples at 
www.theschoolmusicalscompany.com

Welcome to the idyllic island of Crete, home to 
beautiful beaches, wonderful vistas, and a man-
eating monster living in a mind-boggling labyrinth. 

Okay, so it may not be the perfect destination, 
but it’s a great starting point for a play, and Niki 
Davies’ wonderful new musical brings it to life  
with aplomb. 

Featuring seven new songs and a charming and 
witty script, Minotaur is perfect for 7-11 year olds 
with a taste for adventure. 

Book & CD £35.95 
Book & Downloads £35.95 
Book, CD & Downloads £42.95
Editable WORD script £9.95  

Performance Licence £35 
Filming/Streaming Licence £30

An A-Maze-ing Mythical Musical
by Niki Davies

Ages

7–11

Speaking Roles

45

Cast

23 – 68 

Ideal Cast

52

Duration

50 mins
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Listen to song clips and read script samples at 
www.theschoolmusicalscompany.com

Listen to song clips and read script samples at 
www.theschoolmusicalscompany.com

Join Peter and the Lost Boys, Captain Hook and 
the Pirates, Tiger Lily and the Natives, not to 
mention Tinker-Bell and a very hungry crocodile, 
as Neverland is brought magically to life in this 
exhilarating musical adaptation of the timeless 
classic. 

‘Pantastic’ is perfect for 9-13 year olds and will 
captivate cast and audience alike with its rib-
tickling script and eleven unforgettable new songs.

Book & CD £35.95 
Book & Downloads £35.95 
Book, CD & Downloads £42.95
Editable WORD script £9.95  

Performance Licence £35 
Filming/Streaming Licence £30

‘Moving,  apt and  entertaining  with well-pitched, memorable  songs’ 
Teach Primary  Magazine

‘Plenty of  

great roles for 

children to get 

their teeth into, 

the opportunity for 

laughs and really 

good catchy songs’  

Teaching Drama 

Magazine

Tom Kirkham and Matthew Crossey. 
Based on the classic book by J. M. Barrie.

Ages

9–13

Speaking Roles

33

Cast

20 – 60 

Ideal Cast

34

Duration

85 mins (70*)
*Abridged Version
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Join Holmes and Watson as they answer the 
prince’s summons and conduct their most 
challenging investigation yet – to find the foot that 
fits the glass slipper. But with a spiteful stepmother 
and two ugly sisters on the scene, as well as a 
father bemoaning the theft of his prize-pumpkin, 
locating Cinderella is not their only problem. 

Bringing together two of literature’s most-loved 
characters, ‘Sherlock & Cinders’ is an ensemble 
piece ideal for 9-13 year olds, with nine toe-
tapping new songs, laughs by the coachload and 
pumpkins by the ... well, just one actually. 

Listen to song clips and read script samples at 
www.theschoolmusicalscompany.com

Listen to song clips and read script samples at 
www.theschoolmusicalscompany.com

Book & CD £35.95 
Book & Downloads £35.95 
Book, CD & Downloads £42.95
Editable WORD script £9.95  

Performance Licence £35 
Filming/Streaming Licence £30

An Enchanting Musical Mystery
by Tom Kirkham and Mat thew crossey

Ages

9–13

Speaking Roles

37

Cast

25 – 60+ 

Ideal Cast

50

Duration

65 mins (55*)
*Abridged Version
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Listen to song clips and read script samples at 
www.theschoolmusicalscompany.com

Listen to song clips and read script samples at 
www.theschoolmusicalscompany.com

Climb aboard The Plastic Pearl as Captain 
Clingfilm, his parrot Polly Styrene and a crew of 
plastic-loving pirates take to the seas, plundering 
every ship that they encounter and tossing the 
plastic that they don’t want into the sea. But at 
what cost? 

With swashbuckling aplenty, laughs in abundance 
and a vital environmental message for all of us, 
Niki Davies’ brilliant new musical is perfect for 
7-11 year olds.

Book & CD £33.95 
Book & Downloads £33.95 
Book, CD & Downloads £40.95
Editable WORD script £9.95  

Performance Licence £30 
Filming/Streaming Licence £30

Ages

7–11

Speaking Roles

50

Cast

36 – 60+ 

Ideal Cast

50

Duration

50 mins
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Step inside Sun Castle, a bustling, magical 
place, where wizards of every creed, colour and 
temperament live and work happily together. Well, 
most of the time. But then the sun suddenly goes 
out and the menacing Ice Creatures appear ...

Light up the stage with this delightful musical, 
complete with eight fantastic songs, an enchanting 
script and a story which illuminates numerous 
PSHE topics and the nature of British Values. 

Listen to song clips and read script samples at 
www.theschoolmusicalscompany.com

Listen to song clips and read script samples at 
www.theschoolmusicalscompany.com

Book & CD £31.95 
Book & Downloads £31.95 
Book, CD & Downloads £38.95
Editable WORD script £9.95  

Performance Licence £30 
Filming/Streaming Licence £30

Ages

5–9

Speaking Roles

30

Cast

20 –70 

Ideal Cast

40

Duration

40 mins
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Pull on your wellies and roll up your sleeves, there’s 
a meadow to be planted and it’s all hands on … well, 
gardening tools actually. The local school children  
are keen to rewild some unused farmland, but the 
scarecrows are determined to foil their plans: they’ve  
got more than enough work already, and what even is 
rewilding anyway?
 

Book & CD £33.95    Book & Downloads £33.95
Book, CD & Downloads £40.95    Editable WORD script £9.95 
Performance Licence £30    Filming/Streaming Licence £30   

Project Planet
By Niki Davies

Duration

50 mins

Speaking Roles

45

Cast

30 – 60+

Ages

7 – 11

Buckle your boots and holster your rolling pin, Kitty  
is off to London and she’s not coming home until she’s 
made something of her life. All she needs is somebody 
to give her a fighting chance, and when Mr Fitzwarren 
takes her in as a kitchen hand, she thinks she may have 
found it. But the fearsome cook, Mrs Tilbury, and her 
loathsome daughter, Sarah, have other ideas, not to 
mention the mice and rats which infest Kitty’s bedroom 
each night.  

Book & CD £35.95    Book & Downloads £35.95
Book, CD & Downloads £42.95    Performance Licence £35
Filming/Streaming Licence £30    Editable WORD script £9.95

Kitty Whittington
By Tom Kirkham & Matthew Crossey

Duration

70 mins (60*)

Speaking Roles

31

Cast

18 – 60

Ages

9 – 13

*Abridged Version

Join a gang of wily cats and a group of fearless dogs as they 
prepare to do battle for the turf at the back of the bakery. 
But what’s this? A cat and a dog have become friends? This 
changes everything!

Catchy songs, laughs aplenty and an ensemble full of 
lovable characters make ‘Paws & Claws’ a truly original  
and memorable musical for 9-13 year olds.
 

Book & CD £35.95    Book & Downloads £35.95
Book, CD & Downloads £42.95    Performance Licence £35
Filming/Streaming Licence £30    Editable WORD script £9.95

Paws And Claws
By Matthew Crossey & Tom Kirkham

Duration

70 mins (60*)

Speaking Roles

35

Cast

20 – 50

Ages

9 – 13

*Abridged Version
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Pack a suitcase, track down your passport and slap on  
the suncream, Doctor Dolittle is off to the jungles 
of Africa for the adventure of a lifetime. And what a 
menagerie of talking animals he has with him, all eager  
to save the population of poorly monkeys. But when King 
Jolli and the barking Jolliginki tribe imprison the Doctor 
in a large cooking pot, they find themselves in a bit of a 
pickle. Literally. 

Book & CD £35.95    Book & Downloads £35.95
Book, CD & Downloads £42.95    Performance Licence £35
Filming/Streaming Licence £30    Editable WORD script £9.95

Doctor Dolittle And The Monkey Mayhem
By Tom Kirkham & Matthew Crossey

Duration

60 mins

Speaking Roles

33

Cast

25 – 60

Ages

8 – 13

Produced in conjunction with Edinburgh Zoo, the  
Royal Zoological Society of Scotland and the Beyond The 
Panda programme, Bamboozled follows lovable panda 
Yun Zi as his flight from China to Edinburgh Zoo takes an 
unexpected turn due to a severe snowstorm. Stranded at 
Inverness airport, with all roads closed and all phone lines 
down, can Yun Zi – along with a motley collection of other 
foreign animals – find their way through the Highlands and 
make it safely to their new home?  

Book & CD £35.95    Book & Downloads £35.95
Book, CD & Downloads £42.95    Performance Licence £35
Filming/Streaming Licence £30    Editable WORD script £9.95

Bamboozled
By Tom Kirkham, Matthew Crossey & Niki Davies

Duration

55 mins

Speaking Roles

50

Cast

30 – 70+

Ages

7 – 11

Stitch up your sides and swathe yourself in bandages,  
this uproarious comedy caper delves deep into history  
and discovers that it is never as dead and buried as you 
might think.

With dozens of wonderful characters, a sensational, 
original score and a visionary script, ‘Who’s Your Mummy?’ 
is an enthralling musical adventure just screaming to be 
performed.
 
Book & CD £35.95    Book & Downloads £35.95
Book, CD & Downloads £42.95    Performance Licence £35
Filming/Streaming Licence £30    Editable WORD script £9.95

Who’s Your Mummy?
By Matthew Crossey & Tom Kirkham

Duration

70 mins (60*)

Speaking Roles

38

Cast

30 – 60

Ages

9 – 13

*Abridged Version
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†PL=Performance Licence  F/SL= Filming/Streaming Licence  DDP=Digital Download Pack  ES= Editable Script 

Book & CD £24.95 
PL £25  F/SL £25 DDP £9.95  ES £9.95†

Bethlehem Bake-Off
By Tom Kirkham & Matthew Crossey

Duration

30 mins

Speaking Roles

30

Cast

20 – 45+

Ideal Cast

30

Ages

5 – 9

Book & CD £24.95 
PL £25  F/SL £25 DDP £9.95  ES £9.95†

Boogie Woogie Nativity
By Niki Davies

Duration

25 mins

Speaking Roles

30

Cast

22 – 73+

Ideal Cast

30

Ages

4 – 8

Book & CD £24.95 
PL £25  F/SL £25 DDP £9.95  ES £9.95†

Honky Tonky Donkey
By Niki Davies

Duration

25 mins

Speaking Roles

29

Cast

17 – 50+

Ideal Cast

35

Ages

4 – 8

Book & CD £24.95 
PL £25  F/SL £25 DDP £9.95  ES £9.95†

Higgledy Piggledy Nativity
By Niki Davies

Duration

25 mins

Speaking Roles

28

Cast

20 – 80

Ideal Cast

50

Ages

3 – 7
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†PL=Performance Licence  F/SL= Filming/Streaming Licence  DDP=Digital Download Pack  ES= Editable Script 

Book & CD £24.95 
PL £25  F/SL £25 DDP £9.95  ES £9.95†

It’s A Census, Get Me Out of Here
By Matthew Crossey & Tom Kirkham

Duration

35 mins

Speaking Roles

36

Cast

20 – 50+

Ideal Cast

36

Ages

5 – 9

Book & CD £24.95 
PL £25  F/SL £25 DDP £9.95  ES £9.95†

Stable by Starlight
By Niki Davies

Duration

25 mins

Speaking Roles

30

Cast

20 – 80

Ideal Cast

50

Ages

3 – 7

Book & CD £24.95 
PL £25  F/SL £25 DDP £9.95  ES £9.95†

Follow That Star
By Niki Davies

Duration

25 mins

Speaking Roles

45

Cast

20 – 80

Ideal Cast

50

Ages

4 – 7

Book & CD £24.95 
PL £25  F/SL £25 DDP £9.95  ES £9.95†

Glad Tidings!
By Tom Kirkham, Matthew Crossey & Niki Davies

Duration

40 mins

Speaking Roles

16+

Cast

20 – 100

Ideal Cast

35

Ages

7+

Boogie Woogie Nativity
By Niki Davies

Book & CD £24.95 
PL £25  F/SL £25 DDP £9.95  ES £9.95†

Higgledy Piggledy Nativity
By Niki Davies

Book & CD £24.95 
PL £25  F/SL £25 DDP £9.95  ES £9.95†

Woolly
By Niki Davies

Duration

25 mins

Speaking Roles

35

Cast

20 – 50+

Ideal Cast

35

Ages

4 – 7

Book & CD £24.95 
PL £25  F/SL £25 DDP £9.95  ES £9.95†

The Mouse in Santa’s House
Music & Lyrics by Jane Carr. Script by Geoff Lawson

Duration

35 mins

Speaking Roles

20

Cast

10 – 50+

Ideal Cast

40

Ages

5 – 9

Book & CD £26.95  
PL £25  F/SL £25 DDP £9.95  ES £9.95†

The Amazing Advent Calendar
By Tom Kirkham & Matthew Crossey 

Duration

50 mins (40*)

Speaking Roles

52

Cast

30 – 80

Ideal Cast

60

Ages

5 – 11

Book & CD £21.95 
PL £22  F/SL £25 DDP £6.95  ES £6.95†

Cheeky Cherubs
By Niki Davies

Duration

15 mins

Speaking Roles

33

Cast

20 – 50+

Ideal Cast

33

Ages

3 – 6
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13 delightful harvest songs, ideal for 
assemblies and Harvest services. Includes 
fully adaptable script comprising readings, 
poems and reflections. 

Song titles include:
Pull On Your Wellington Boots
Big Blue Tractor
Let’s Give Thanks For The Harvest
Harvest Moon
What The Harvest Brings

Book & CD or Downloads   
£1.95* (RRP £19.95)

Book, CD & Downloads   
£4.95* (RRP £26.95)

*Offer ends 28th February 2022

Let’s Get Singing Harvest
Celebrate the joys of the festive period with 
seventeen of our most popular Christmas 
songs, ideal for assemblies, carol concerts 
and Christmas services.

Song titles include:
Counting Down To Christmas
Spreading Christmas Cheer
Hooray In A Manger
A Little Baby Boy
The Joy Of Christmas

Book & CD or Downloads   
£19.95

Book, CD & Downloads   
£26.95

Let’s Get Singing Christmas
15 fantastic songs and 15 ready-to-go 
assemblies, covering Harvest, Diwali, 
Advent, Christmas, Easter & Leavers.

Song titles include:
Chinese New Year
Diwali Is Here
In The Easter Garden
Spread A Little Bit Of Sunshine
Leaving On A High

Book & CD or Downloads   
£1.95* (RRP £19.95)

Book, CD & Downloads   
£4.95* (RRP £26.95)

The School Year
15 brilliant songs and 15 ready-to-go 
assemblies, covering the school community, 
building friendships and celebrating 
differences.

Song titles include:
Proud Of Our School
Our School, Our Community
Great Day
Our Wonderful World
Thank You For A Million Brilliant Things
Peace Prayer

Book & CD or Downloads   
£1.95* (RRP £19.95)

Book, CD & Downloads   
£4.95* (RRP £26.95)

You, Me & PSHE
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You, Me & PSHE

Visit the Assembly Songs tab at www.theschoolmusicalscompany.com for all songs and discount codes
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On Our Website
Place your order online at:
www.theschoolmusicalscompany.com

School Invoice
If you are a UK school and would like to be  
invoiced, email your order to:
info@theschoolmusicalscompany.com

By Telephone
If you would like to discuss any of our resources  
and would prefer to talk to us in person, call:
01483 503050

The School Musicals Company
11 Stoke Road
Guildford
GU1 4HW

We are open from:
Monday – Friday 9am - 4.30pm

Editable WORD scripts available for all shows
Abridged scripts available for many of our shows

Return address: The School Musicals Company, 11 Stoke Road,  
Guildford, GU1 4HW    Registered Company No: 10230241

Working with:

Now in our sixth year, we remain as passionate as ever at creating engaging, accessible and flexible resources 
that teachers need and that children enjoy. Here are just a handful of comments from our customers.


